6 October
So many slams!
Rakesh Kumar

SHBC has acquired a new dealing machine. I found myself wondering whether it
came with a mischievous software upgrade as well, because in the evening on
Wednesday 5 October there were 6 slam deals in the one session! A couple of those
were probably too difficult to be bid in real life, but 4 did get bid and at least two were
of interest in terms of the approach to reaching a slam/the right slam.
Let's start with this deal:

After North passes, if your notrump openings are stratified according to the "ladder"
discussed 6 weeks ago, East will open 2NT showing 20-21 hcp. West now knows
there is a sure slam somewhere, but is it in spades or notrumps? And is it a small or
a grand slam?
As a first step, West should bid 3H as a transfer to spades. Now if you have sensible
agreements about rebids after a 2NT opening, East should bid 4S, promising good
3+ support and an outside doubleton (with such a hand, East can make 4S opposite
almost any miserable West hand). This makes life very easy for West, who can be
sure East will have ♠Q to be able to promise "good support". Then 4NT makes it
clear that no keycards are missing and a king ask shows one (or the diamond king
specifically if that's how you respond to the inquiry). At this point 7NT should be
automatic.
Full credit to Steve Brabyn – Paul McLean, the winners of the session, who were the
only ones to play in the optimal contract.
Note that even if you don't play super-accept rebids after a 2NT opening and a
transfer to a major, the grand slam should still be reached after this auction: 2NT-3H3S-4NT-5D (0 or 3 keycards – or 5C if you play 30/14)-5H (or 5D) (queen ask)-6D
(♠Q and ♦K)-7NT.

Another slam deal in the same round illustrated that sometimes, one can push the
opponents too far in a competitive auction:

West opened 1H – eminently sensible with so much playing strength, irrespective of
having just 10 hcp – and North overcalled 1S as the hand is too strong for a
Michaels cue bid. Now East has choices – if a 2S bid is a strong raise of hearts then
that's a sound approach, but perhaps an immediate 4H is perfectly reasonable in
competition.
When this comes back to North, though, with a very shapely hand a sacrifice in 4S
appeals. East has no hesitation in bidding 5H and now what should South do? Pass
might be best, but if South yields to temptation and bids 5S West may well decide
that 6H is as good a shot as anything. That's what happened at our table – for a
quick zero for us as the North-South pair!
♣♦♥♠

16 October
SHBC Teams Championship
Rakesh Kumar

Our annual tournament was held on Saturday 15 October and although the field was
a little smaller this year, it was a thoroughly enjoyable event. A commendation goes
to Steve Brabyn for organising an excellent lunch for all of us. And particular thanks
go to Chris Bayliss, who was a most able and efficient playing Director.
However, the enthusiastic participants caused the Director quite a few problems,
because at the end of the day it became apparent that the movement in the
afternoon's triangle had been comprehensively stuffed up by the players. You'd think
6 pairs of at least moderately intelligent adults could work out who belonged where in
a movement involving just 3 tables. You'd be wrong …
Despite all of that, in the (very) early hours of Sunday morning, Chris managed to
sort everything out and post the finalised scores. However, the quirks of the software
associated with the new dealing machine still cause him to mutter under his breath. If
you've noticed the absence of complete deals associated with results on the website,
or the absence of a table of makeable contracts even in the PDF files, that
demonstrates a couple of the sources of his frustration!
Anyway, here's a bidding problem for you. Remember that it's Teams so the goal is
always to try to get to a makeable game. With both sides vulnerable, your RHO
opens 1C. Your hand is below – what will you do?

You have a very strong hand. There's no need to jump about in diamonds, you can
show it even more effectively by doubling and then bidding diamonds later.
Let's say you do double. Your LHO bids 1S and partner passes. RHO raises to 2S
and it's back to you. What will you do now?
Think about it … both opponents have values and partner, who almost certainly has
length in hearts, couldn't find a 2H bid over 1S. It seems very likely you are missing
not only the aces of both black suits but also ♥A.
That means you won't make 5D. However, long suits are a great source of tricks in
notrumps and you do have stoppers in both the suits your opponents have bid.
Maybe they will lead one of them and you can get a trick in the other … why not be
brave and bid 3NT?

If you do, this is what you see after LHO leads ♠10:

RHO takes the ace as you drop ♠K, attempting to sow the seeds of confusion. When
RHO returns a spade, you win with ♠Q. What next?
It's Teams – forget about overtricks. Because dummy has ♠J, you don't need a trick
in the other black suit. Indeed if you play on clubs, the opponents might grab their
ace and switch to hearts – then you go down. Just cross to dummy with ♦J, cash ♠J
and claim another 6 tricks in diamonds. This was the complete deal:

It's a fascinating board, both in terms of drawing inferences from the bidding and of
making use of the so-called "declarer's advantage" in the card play. This simply
refers to the fact that especially during the first few tricks, declarer knows more about
what's going on than the defence does …
♣♦♥♠

1 November
Thinking at the bridge table
Rakesh Kumar

At the AGM on Monday 31 October, those involved in teaching – including Judith
Capps, Chris Bayliss, Kirsten Hartley and Wendy Wurfel – were quite rightly praised
for their considerable efforts. They have already organised a program of teaching
activities for beginners and developers in 2023. A possible addition to that might be
some advanced-level sessions on "thinking at the table". As it happens, the postAGM game included a couple of deals that were quite good illustrations of what to
think about and how to arrive at a reasonable approach in play and defence.
Here's a straightforward one. As South, after 3 passes you open 1D. Partner bids
1H, you jump to 2NT showing 18-19 hcp (remember the notrump ladder? if not, have
a look at the newsletter archive) and partner raises to 3NT. West leads ♠4 and this is
what you see:
A9
JT42
JT52
Q96
T73
AQ9
AKQ4
A87
What should you be thinking about? Your first task as declarer is to count your
winners and losers. On this deal you have 4 sure tricks in diamonds plus 3 outside
aces. To make 3NT you will need another 2 tricks, for which hearts are the obvious
source. You are going to need to take the heart finesse.
What if it loses? Well, provided spades are 4-4 you are still OK because you will lose
just 3 spades and a heart. But if West led from a 5-card spade suit, you will almost
certainly be one down – there will be no escape unless the suit is blocked.
What if it wins? If East has 3 or fewer hearts you will have 10 easy tricks. However, if
East has 4 or more hearts and does not play her/his king, you will still have only 9
tricks.
How will you play the hearts? After you take ♠A you need to lead ♥J or 10, so that if
the finesse wins, you are still in dummy. Then you can play a small heart to the
queen and cash ♥A.

If hearts are 3-3, how will you get back to dummy to cash the thirteenth heart? Via
♦J of course, so don't even think about playing diamonds until you've sorted out the
heart position.
It's not a difficult deal at all – you should always make 10 tricks in 3NT as the hearts
are 3-3 and the king is on side. However, only half of those in 3NT managed to do
so. And curiously, half the field didn't get to 3NT in the first place …
BD: 4
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Now for some thinking in defence – almost always a bit more challenging. Let's put
you in the West seat. After 2 passes, partner opens 1H, your RHO overcalls 1S and
you raise to 2H. When the music stops, RHO has contracted for 3S. You lead ♥2
and see this dummy:

8542
K92
64
K954

93
7654
KT52
JT2

What should you be thinking about? Shape and the location of high card strength.
RHO has obviously bid on based on a 6+ spade suit and some extra strength. Plus

RHO has some useful shape – with 4 hearts in dummy, declarer may well be ruffing
partner's top heart, or if s/he has a singleton it might be the ace.
In practice, partner's ♥A holds, declarer following with ♥8. Partner returns ♣6.
Declarer plays ♣7 and you win your king. What are you thinking about now?
It seems partner's club return is either from a doubleton or is the middle card from 3
small, rather than an unwise return from the queen. So … partner started with ♥AQJ
but where are his/her remaining high card points? Surely in diamonds, perhaps even
♦AQ.
Once you work that out, you should switch to ♦6. If partner can win the queen and
cash the ace, you will get a ruff and take the contract down.
Here's the complete deal, now in its correct orientation. Across the field, only 4 of 13
declarers were held to 8 tricks.
BD: 23 6
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On the heart lead and club return, declarer could have made sure of her/his contract
by rising with ♣A, drawing trumps and then conceding 2 diamond tricks. Of course if
you had produced ♦6 for your opening lead, declarer would have had no escape.
Also, if partner had set up a forcing defence by continuing hearts, the 4-1 trump
break would have proved to be declarer's downfall – but that was not obvious.
♣♦♥♠

7 November
A grand idea
Rakesh Kumar

Over the weekend, SHBC held a very successful Congress at the Moss Vale
Services Club. It was great to be able to have it face-to-face after a gap of 3 years!
Table numbers were reasonable (27 for the Swiss Pairs on Saturday, 24 for the
Teams on Sunday) but of course these numbers were lower than in times past. At
the moment, this reduced turnout seems to be a problem for f2f events around the
country and around the world. Hopefully things will get better.
SHBC members did well in both the Open and Restricted Swiss Pairs. In the Open,
Stephen Brabyn and Tony Lye finished third, while in the Restricted, Rose Massey
and Megan Kunkler finished fourth. There will be an article about the Congress in the
NSWBA eCongress Newsletter in November (do you subscribe to this? if not you
can click here).
Meanwhile, I thought this deal from Match 4 of the Swiss Pairs was truly instructive
and worthy of discussion. Not vulnerable against opponents who are vulnerable, you
hold:
KT97
AKJ963
Q
A3
As dealer, partner opens 1NT and RHO passes. What should you do with this
powerful hand?
Start slowly. Of course a contract in hearts will be excellent, with a slam entirely
possible, but it may well be that partner has 4 spades (or even 5, depending on your
1NT style) and that spades will be better as the trump suit, with hearts as a source of
tricks. So a simple 2C will do in the first instance.
Things take an interesting turn when partner replies 2H! Now it's time to bid 4NT as
Roman Keycard Blackwood. When partner responds 5S (2 keycards + queen) you
know that 6H should be absolutely cold.
But what about 7H? If you play that 5NT now asks partner to bid her/his lowestranking king, this will get you a 6C response. Partner's answers to your inquiries
have shown 13 hcp (♠A, ♦A, ♥Q and ♣K) but s/he still has another 2-4 hcp
unaccounted for (assuming your 1NT is 15-17 hcp). With ♠Q or ♦K as well, 13 tricks
ought to be a walk in the park. Should you bid on? You can't actually count 13 tricks,
but faint heart never won anything much …
In the Open field, 5 of 20 North-South pairs reached 7H, while in the Restricted, 1 of
7 bid the grand.

This was the full deal:
BD: 3
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There's more to it, though! Firstly, West has to choose a sensible lead. Against a
small slam, there might be some point in leading her singleton spade, hoping for a
ruff. However, against a grand slam, the opponents will not be missing ♠A so all this
might do is trap a minor honour in East's hand. The only sensible lead is a trump,
which is usually the recommended lead against a grand slam anyway.
Secondly, let's look at things from declarer's perspective. The ♠J is a possible loser
if that suit breaks 4-1 or 5-0. The latter will quickly be revealed after cashing one top
honour in the South hand, but what about 4-1 breaks? Is it a guess who might have
length in spades?
Not if you embark on a discovery play. Win the trump lead, draw another round, cash
♦A and ruff a diamond. Back to hand with ♣K and ruff another diamond – as East
shows out. Now you know West started with 7 diamonds (something of a surprise)
and one heart, plus has already followed to one club. When you cash ♣A and West
follows again, you have accounted for 10 of her cards. So she can't possibly have 4
spades, only East can. A spade to the ace and another to the king in dummy reveals
that in fact East does, but allows you to run ♠10 on the third round and claim.
An interesting deal in terms of bidding methods, the opening lead (a spade, or any
diamond other than the king, gives the contract away immediately) and the play!
♣♦♥♠

22 November
Missed slams
Rakesh Kumar

Successful slam bidding is winning bridge – but at our club sessions a lot of slams
are missed. On Monday 21 November there were 3 opportunities to bid a slam,
which mostly went begging. Two were a bit tricky to find but the third should have
been easy.
This was the first of the difficult ones:

Interestingly, if you don't play that a 1NT opening can include a 5-card major, the
East hand isn't that difficult to bid at all – open 1H and then in response to partner's
1S, rebid 2NT, after which West must surely find 6H. However if you do open 1NT,
West will start with 2H (transfer to spades) and over the 2S rebid, should follow up
with 3C (4+ suit, forcing to game). Now East needs to bid 3H along the way (which
has to be a 5-card suit, otherwise why bother?) for a slam to be reached without a lot
of guesswork. Only 3 of 9 pairs bid 6H.
This was the second awkward deal:

After 1S by North, South bids 2D and then in response to North's 2H rebid, jumps to
4S. Whether playing 2/1 game forcing or not, this implies 3-card support and a
7-loser hand, so North should look at his/her 5-loser hand and think that 24 - (7+5) =
12 tricks possible, so some investigation would be appropriate. Then again, South
needs to have specific values with not too much wastage in clubs, which is going to
be difficult to determine, so perhaps it makes sense for North to settle for game – at
least that's my excuse for passing 4S. No one bid this slam.
There was very little excuse for missing slam on the third board:

The East hand is a rare bird with 26 hcp. However, if you have worked out your
notrump ladder (remember the column about that? if not, go back to the Newsletter
Archive and have a look at 22 August 2022) then this can be shown as a 24+
balanced hand without too much trouble. Assuming that your 2NT opening is 20-21
hcp, you can either open 2C and rebid 3NT (if your 2NT rebid shows 22-23 hcp) or, if
you play a multi-2D opening, open 2D and follow up with 2NT. Now West, with 8 hcp,
two kings and a good-looking 5-card suit, can (and should) bid 6NT reflexly. Once
again, though, only 3 pairs did so. They included the East-West winners for the
session, John Biffin and John Philp – well done!
♣♦♥♠

24 November
Pre-empting partner?
Rakesh Kumar

One of the so-called "rules" of constructive bidding is not to pre-empt partner. Then
again, many pairs routinely play weak jump shifts to a major suit in response to 1-ofa-minor, to show a 6-card suit and a very limited hand, say 3-5 or 4-6 hcp. That is a
pre-empt of partner, as well as of the opponents. Would it apply to a jump shift to a
minor suit at the 3-level? Let's say you hold the hand shown on the next page:

Not vulnerable against vulnerable opponents, your partner opens 1C as dealer and
next hand overcalls 1S. What, if anything, are you going to bid?
Well, that depends – if you have agreed that a double jump shift in response to
1C/1D, including in a contested auction, is pre-emptive with a 7+ suit, you can bid
3D. Otherwise, however, you have to pass. If you do have the agreement, you have
done a very good job of getting in the way of the opponents, because this was the
full deal, from the first evening of this year's Bong Bong Cup on 23 November:

East-West can make 2S, so 3D by North going down one (losing two high diamonds,
a heart, a club and one more trick to ♦7 on a trump promotion) is a very good result
at matchpoints. Not so good is if North doesn't pass but tries to bid 2D and then 3D
in an attempt to play there. That would explain the various notrump contracts going
down a few, resulting in a greater loss than the -50 in 3D.
Another way of getting to 3D is to pass initially and then bid 3D in the pass-out seat
after 1C-1S-P-2S-P-P. That should be to play – after all what sort of hand couldn't
find a bid over 1S and now comes back in at the 3-level? Partner has to be weak
with length!
♣♦♥♠

